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ABSTRACT 
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Time synchronization is critical issue to many wireless sensor network 

applications such that target tracking, TDMA radio scheduling, and secure localization. 

However, the most of existing time synchronization algorithms in wireless sensor 

networks did not consider malicious attacks in hostile environments. In this thesis, we 

propose a Relative Clock Drift Rate Based Secure Time Synchronization (RSTS) 

schemes to address security problems. RSTS alleviates delay attacks and incorrect time 

stamp transmissions caused by external or internal malicious attackers. We discuss a 

simple estimation technique to calculate a relative clock drift rate between sender-

receiver clocks, because the estimated relative clock drift rate is important to detect 

malicious attacks, when we employ a threshold-based algorithm to calculate bounds of 
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acceptable the offset. We show that RSTS incurs minimal computational overhead. 

Further, it does not consume any extra bandwidth when it is compared to any other 

sender-receiver synchronization algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Secure Time Synchronization in Wireless Sensor Networks 

Time synchronization is critical issue to many wireless sensor network 

applications such that target tracking [16], uTESLA for authenticated broadcasting [17], 

[18], TDMA radio scheduling [19], and localization [20], [21]. And all of these the 

wireless sensor network applications are designed under the assumption of accurate 

time synchronization. Therefore if the sensor network does not prepare the accurate 

time synchronization protocol, most of sensors can not work correctly with their own 

objects. In wireless sensor network, the applications of sensors are used own physical 

clock which oscillates frequencies. Under ideal world, the oscillator generates 

consistent frequency without any drift, and all of physical clocks report exactly same 

time value relative to the true time without any time difference. In real world, every 

physical clock accounts different times relative to the true time because of various 

sources of clock drift such that frequency skew, influence of temperature, and ageing of 

oscillator [11], [12]. Since, sensor’s physical clocks have different clock drift, accurate 

clock synchronization protocol is necessary in wireless sensor networks for satisfaction 

of the assumption about time synchronization in the other sensor applications. Currently, 

there are outstanding time synchronization protocols which service synchronization 

with time error within microseconds, such as RBS [1], TPSN [4], and Tiny-Sync [8].  
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However, most of existing time synchronization protocols are not designed 

against malicious environments. Privation of secure mind in time synchronization raises 

the wireless sensor’s abnormal operations caused by hostile time attacks. For example, 

the application for localization determines the deployed sensors’ location with the uses 

of time-of-flight of sound, the reported location is not trustable under malicious time 

attack. In time synchronization for sensor networks, an external or internal malicious 

adversary can attack several ways such as passive eavesdropping of timestamps and 

active masquerading, replay of timestamps, and modification of timestamps.  

In operation of secure time synchronization, a timestamp has to keep following 

security characteristic; Authentication, integrity, and freshness. Authentication and 

freshness of time stamps can be assured by current secure mechanism such as the use of 

shared secret key, Message Authentication Code (MAC), and a random nonce. Also 

these mechanisms provide message integrity against external attackers. But the 

mechanisms can not protect against modification of timestamps caused by internal 

compromise node. Since the wireless sensors can be deployed in hostile environments 

like a battle field, multiple deployed sensors can be captured and programmed 

malicious codes and then the sensors are compromised and replaced at the original 

position. Internal malicious nodes will affect time adjustment using intentional 

interferences such as a delay attack and transmission of incorrect time message. In 

sensor networks, these kinds of internal time attacks bring about distribution of 

incorrect time among the networks. 
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Since each sensor’ clock is working with inherent drift rate, the offset between 

two relative sensor clocks is getting longer with time goes by even the sensors are 

initiated at same moment. Without adjustment of time, the sensor applications can not 

operate correctly in wireless sensor networks because of accumulated offset. Ideally, if 

the sensor can estimate its own actual clock drift rate by itself, the sensor exchanges 

information of the actual drift rate each other for estimating the relative clock drift rate 

between two sensors. Using actual relative clock drift rate, the sensors can obtain 

various benefits such as self-time-adjustment, minimal consumption of energy resource 

and self-defense against multiple time attacks. But there is no way to estimate the actual 

clock drift rate by itself. Instead, in this thesis, we try to estimate the relative clock drift 

rate between two nodes under given conditions. Then we focus on how to use the 

estimated drift rate against malicious time attack. 

1.2 Contributions 

First, we propose a simple protocol for secure time synchronization against 

possibility of malicious compromise node’s modification of timestamps. Existing time 

synchronization protocols do not defend against harmful mechanisms of internal 

adversary. Relative Clock Drift Rate based Secure Time Synchronization (RSTS) 

protocol which is based on sender-receiver synchronization method, is efficient 

detecting mechanism of timestamps modification caused by internal adversaries. The 

results of our experimental implementation with the uses of MICA2 motes shows 

76.6% of detecting performance against time attack with 100 microseconds, and 100% 

of detection performance when compromise node time attacks with over 1 millisecond. 
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Second, our RSTS incurs minimal computational overhead. Further, it does not 

consume any extra bandwidth when it is compared to any other sender-receiver 

synchronization algorithms, because RSTS does not require any extra communication 

with a relative node or a base station.  

1.3 Thesis Overview 

In the remainder of this thesis, we will study basic concepts for time 

synchronization and existing time synchronization protocols in detail. Also we claim the 

secure problems in the existing time synchronization protocols, and then we address our 

new secure time synchronization protocol against compromise nodes’ attack. Finally, 

we describe the result of experimental implementation. 

Chapter 2 reviews backgrounds of time synchronization protocols such as clock 

terminology and universal concepts of time synchronization. Also we explain the 

various sources of time errors in the wireless sensor networks.  

Chapter 3 addresses related work in time synchronization for wireless sensor 

networks. And we claims secure problems of the related works in detail.  

In Chapter 4, we present our Relative Clock Drift Rate based Secure Time 

Synchronization (RSTS) protocol against malicious attacks caused by compromise 

nodes. In this chapter, we show how to estimate boundary of acceptable offsets with the 

uses of given conditions. 

In Chapter 5, we describe the result of experimental implementation with the 

uses of MICA2 motes.  The results show the detecting performances of our RSTS under 

various conditions. 
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In Chapter 6, we summarize our secure time synchronization protocol and 

address our conclusions and future works in research of secure time synchronization 

areas.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUNDS OF TIME SYNCHRONIZATION PROTOCOLS 

In this chapter, we address background of time synchronization protocols in 

sensor networks. We explain the basic clock terminology and notations for this thesis in 

Section 2.1. Then the universal concepts of time synchronization are described in 

Section 2.2. The computer time synchronization algorithms’ characters are explained in 

this section. Finally, the sources of time errors in the wireless sensor network are 

described in detail in Section 2.3. 

2.1 Clock Terminology 

In sensor networks, a physical clock is equipped on each sensor device. A 

physical clock uses an electronic oscillator which generates systematic frequencies by 

quartz crystal. An ideal true clock reports true time t at anytime. When the true clock 

reports at time t, a sensor A’s physical clock announces local time caused by function 

)(tCA . Clock offset which is the time difference between two clocks at specific true 

time t, is )()( tCtC BA − . Clock skew which is the difference in the frequencies of two 

clocks, is )()( '' tCtC BA − . The maximum clock drift rate ρ of faultless clock is 

addressed 10-6 in a current hardware clock which is given by the hardware manufacture. 

If the clock skew is bounded by the maximum drift rate ρ clock values are allowed to 

diverge at a rate in the range of 1- ρ to 1+ ρ [10]. Clock drift is occurred several causes 

such that hardware clock’s frequency skew, oscillator’s ageing, and variation of 
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temperature [11]. Clock drift rate is the difference in the precision between a clock and 

the true clock [2]. If a physical clock A’s clock drift rate is equal to one, this clock is 

perfectly working as true clock. Since, typical sensor nodes are installed cheap 

hardware clocks, the most of clocks’ reported times are faster or slower than true time 

which means clocks’ drift rate is greater or less than one. Similarly, we consider a 

relative clock drift rate between two physical clocks which are not the true clocks, the 

relative clock drift rate can be equal to one, or greater or less than one. If the relative 

clock drift rate is equal to one, two clocks have same clock drift rates. The other hand, if 

the relative clock drift is no equal to one, one clock works faster or slower than the 

other clock. Figure 2.1 illustrates the behavior of different two clocks. 

 

)()( '' tCtC BA =
)()( '' tCtC BA >

)()( '' tCtC BA <

A
sL

oc
al

clo
ck

B s Local clock  
Figure 2.1 Behavior of different two clocks 
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Table 2.1 Notations 
t The reported true time by the true clock 

)(tCi Local clock time at node i when the true time is t

)(' tCi The frequency of iC at the true time t
ρ Maximum drift rate of non-faulty clock 

θ The clock offset relative to the reference clock 

∆ Time error caused by uncertainty of packet delay 
ppm Parts Per Million(10-6)

ji
R
→α The real relative clock drift rate between node i and j

ji
E
→α The estimated relative clock drift rate between node i and j

ji
ttRD →

→ 41 The relative clock drift between the node i and j from real time t1 to t4 

interval Re-synchronization interval  

Rθ The real offset of a synchronization requester node relative to the 
reference node 

Cθ The calculated offset of a synchronization requester node relative to the 
reference node using clock offset-delay estimation method 

max∆ The expected maximum time error cause by uncertainty of packet delay 

min∆ The expected minimum time error cause by uncertainty of packet delay 

iS The summation of send time, access time, and transmission time at node i

iR The summation of reception time, and receive time at node i

jiP→ Propagation time from i to j
iDR Node i’s clock drift rate relative to real time  
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2.2. Universal Concepts of Time Synchronization 

Since time synchronization is critical issue in distributed systems, there are a lot 

of time synchronization protocols for computer networks. Mainly we can classify time 

synchronization schemes to the clock offset-delay estimation method, the time 

transmission method and the set-valued identification method by characters of the time 

adjustment operations. Also the synchronization schemes are classified to Sender-

Receiver synchronization and Receiver-Receiver synchronization approaches.  

2.2.1 Clock Offset-Delay Measuring Method 

The clock offset-delay measuring method is generally used on the Internet. This 

method is employed by the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [3] which is an Internet 

standard protocol for synchronizing a clock to some time reference servers. Also 

Cristian [6]’s Remote Clock Reading method is similar as the clock offset-delay 

measuring method. The clock offset-delay measuring method requires four timestamps 

for each clock adjustment operation. When node A which is requester of time 

synchronization, sends time synchronization request packet to node B which is 

reference node, at time T1. And B receives A’s request packet at T2, then it sends ACK 

which includes timestamps T2 and T3, to A. After A received ACK from B at T4, A can 

calculates an offset relative to the reference node B with four timestamps used by 

simple equations like as, 

2
)34()12( TTTTOffset −−−= , 2

)34()12( TTTTDelay −+−=
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However, variation of the network traffic and routing delay reduce accuracy of 

the offset-delay measuring method, because the network traffic and routing delay is 

uncertainty factors and hard to calculate. 

2.2.2 Time Transmission Method 

The time transmission method is used in the Time transmission protocol (TTP) 

[7] which is used by a series of synchronization messages and message delay statistics. 

Node B, which is the time reference, sends a series of time synchronization message to 

node A, which is the target node. Each time synchronization message is contained the 

sending time according to the B’s local clock. The target node records the arrival time 

of each time synchronization massage according to the own local clock. Figure 2.2 

shows the sending and receiving the series of timestamps. 

...

B

A R1 R2 R3 ... Ri-1 R i

T1 T2 T3 ... Ti-1 Ti

Figure 2.2 Time source node sends series of timestamps to target node 
 

Then node A estimates the time source node’s time using the following equation,  
−

==
+−−= ∑∑ dTnRnRT

n

i
i

n

i
inest )11(

11
,
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where nR denotes the receiving time of the nth message according to the target node, nT

is the sending time of the nth message according to the reference node, and 
−
d is the 

expected value of message delay. However, this method requires a lot of time 

synchronization messages for highly accurate time synchronization, and it occurs 

overheads of consumption of bandwidth and computation. Also the use of the expected 

value of message delay reduces the precision of establishment of time because of 

variation of message actual delays. 

2.2.3 Set-Valued Identification Method 

 The Set-valued identification method [15], [22] is beneficial in network systems 

when the modeling uncertainty is not straightly captured by a previous models. When 

we assume that the distributed system consists of processors Pi for i = 1, ..., N, ti denote 

the local time on the clock for processor Pi , we  can derive linear equation for two 

relative processors Pi and Pj.

ijjiji btat +=

Where aij expresses the relative skew and bij denotes relative offset between two 

physical clocks.  

 Pi sends N messages to Pj at Pi’s local times ikt for k=1,...,N. After Pj received 

the first message from Pi at Pj’s local time tj1, Pj sends out a message to Pi included 

timestamp tj1. The processor Pi receives timestamp at 1it . After Pj replies the series of N 

messages at tjk, and Pi received series of reply messages at ikt , Pi has N sets of 

timestamps, 
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),( ikjkik ttt

With the uses of the set of timestamps, a graph is expressed the relative aij and bij using 

the slop and Y-intercept of line, as shown in Figure 2.3. However, the accuracy of set-

valued identification method is affected seriously from message corruptions and losses. 

Figure 2.3 Set of triple timestamps expressed with the Pj’s local time on the X-axis and 
the Pi’s local time on the Y-axis [22] 
 

2.2.4 Sender-Receiver and Receiver-Receiver Time Synchronization Approaches 

Sender-receiver time synchronization approach is typical method for most of 

traditional time synchronization protocols. The other hand, receiver-receiver time 

synchronization approach is designed in the early of 2000’s. Sender-receiver time 

synchronization approach is worked as, the sender sends a timestamp which is 

contained message sending time according to the sender’s clock, to receiver, then and 

receiver adjusts time with the sender using the received timestamp. The disadvantage of 
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this approach is loss of precision due to variation of message delays. Otherwise, 

receiver-receiver time synchronization approach reduces the influence of variation of 

message delays. In receiver-receiver synchronization approach, time synchronization 

messages are arrived at least two receivers at almost the same time, and each receiver 

exchanges the receiving time of the message, then each receiver estimates time offset 

relative to the other receiver. Obviously, this approach has advantage of the decrease of 

affection of the message delay variance. 

2.3 Sources of Time Errors 

There are various sources of time errors in the sensor networks. In this section, 

we address the sources of time synchronization errors and classify the sources of time 

errors into two types such clock drift and uncertainty of packet delays [4], [11], [12]. 

First, the time error in the sensor networks is caused by clock drift due to several 

reasons such that frequency skew, influence of temperature, and ageing. Each clock’s 

characteristic frequency skew causes clock drift, and the characteristic frequency skew 

is the biggest reason of time synchronization error among the sensor nodes. In [11], 

sensor node’s range of clock drift caused by frequency skew is 50ppm. And according 

to [12], physical clock of sensor has drift as 25ppm from -30C to 70C . Figure 2.4 

illustrates the frequency versus temperature characteristics of physical AT-cut crystals 

oscillator. 
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Figure 2.4 Frequency versus temperature characteristics of physical oscillator [12] 
 

A physical sensor clock is getting slower due to ageing of clock. Ageing is 

defined that amount of frequency drift when operated under the specified conditions for 

a specified term [11]. Typically, the drift caused by ageing is only -5ppm over one year. 

Secondly, uncertainties of packet delay have an effect on accurate time synchronization 

between a transmitter and a receiver. The authors of TPSN [4] descript the uncertainties 

of packet delay such that send time, access time, transmission time, propagation time, 

reception time, and receive time. In the Table 2.2, each uncertainty factor of packet 

delay is explained in detail. The uncertainties of packet delay influence to accurate time 

adjustment between sender and receiver. 
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Table 2.2 Uncertainty factors of packet delay 
Send time Time delay for construction the packet at the application 

layer, the constructed packet takes time to reach the MAC 

layer from the application layer of transmitter. 

Access time After the packet reached the MAC layer, there is time delay 

for waiting until the packet can access the transmit channel at 

the transmitter side. 

Transmission time Time delay for transmitting the packet from the transmitter to 

the receiver through the physical layer. 

Propagation time Time delay for the packet taken time for traversing time 

through the wireless link from the transmitter to the receiver. 

Reception time Time delay for receiving the transmitted packet and reaching 

the packet to the MAC layer of the receiver side. 

Receive time Time delay for the packet reaching the application layer at 

the receiver. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RELATED WORKS AND SECURITY PROBLEMS 

In this chapter, we summarize existing traditional time synchronization 

algorithms for wireless sensor networks such that TPSN [4], RBS [1], and Tiny-Sync 

[8], and we claim the traditional synchronization algorithms’ possible attacks in 

malicious circumstance. Also we present the recently published secure time 

synchronization, and remained secure problems. 

3.1 Traditional Time Synchronization Protocols 

3.1.1 Reference Broadcast Synchronization and Possible attacks 

3.1.1.1 Reference Broadcast Synchronization  

Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) protocol [1] is based on receiver-

receiver synchronization for reducing some uncertainty of packet delays such that send 

time, access time, transmission time, propagation time, reception time, and receive time. 

Caused by receiver-receiver synchronization scheme, RBS does not need to consider 

about sender’s nondeterministic packet delays: Send time and access time. Due to 

remove of sender’s nondeterministic packet delays, RBS provides high precision of 

time synchronization. Figure 3.1 shows the difference of the time critical path between 

sender-receiver synchronization scheme and receiver-receiver synchronization scheme. 
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Figure 3.1 Time critical path for traditional protocol and RBS protocol [1] 
 

In RBS protocol, at first, a beacon node broadcasts a reference packet to 

neighbor sensor nodes which are in the beacon node’s transmission range. Each 

neighbor node records arrival time of the reference packet according to its own local 

clock. Then the reference packet received nodes exchange the recorded times each other. 

Finally, each receiver calculates the clock offset to any other receiver by the difference 

of the recorded times. For higher accuracy, the beacon node transmits multiple m

reference packets to the receivers and each reference packet has a sequence number. 

After each receiver recorded m reference packets arrival times, the receivers exchange 

their observed times. Then any receiver node can compute the clock offset to any other 

receiver as the average of the differences for each received packet. 

∑
=

−=
m

k
kikj TTmjiOffset

1
,, )(1],[

In above equation, i and j denote the receivers, and brT , means a receiver r’s 

recorded local time when it received a reference packet b.
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3.1.1.2 Possible Attacks on Reference Broadcast Synchronization 

First of all, an external adversary can overhear the beacon node’s reference 

packet broadcasting, and then the attacker sends faulty timestamps to benign receivers 

during the exchange period of reference packet received times. The faultless receivers 

calculate the incorrect offset and clock skew with the malicious timestamps.  

Second, there is jamming attack by external adversary. If the external attacker 

locates near the root node, the whole wireless sensor network can not make time 

synchronization before the adversary node stops the jamming attack. Actually, there is 

no way to prevent jamming attack in the wireless sensor network. However, we will not 

mention anymore about jamming attack when we address secure problems of other 

synchronization protocols. 

Third, an internal compromised node can try to exchange incorrect the reference 

packet received times to benign neighbor receivers. This internal attack has a bad 

influence upon the precision of time synchronization. Moreover, only once incorrect 

time message exchange brings about the propagation of error throughout the whole 

sensor network.  

Fourth, when an honest receiver has a few number of neighbor nodes and the 

compromise node is one of the neighbor nodes, the compromise node’s disallowance of 

participating in the message exchange has an effect on loose estimation of clock offset 

and clock skew. 
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3.1.2 Time-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks and Possible Attacks 

3.1.2.1 Time-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks  

TPSN [4] is focus on providing network-wide time synchronization in 

establishing hierarchical structure of sensor network and pair-wise synchronization. At 

first, a minimum spanning tree is created at the base station which is root node. Then, 

TPSN works in two significance phases: The level discovery phase and the 

synchronization phase. The root node initiate the level discovery phase to broadcast the 

level discovery message with the root’s level 0 to its neighbor node then the message 

received nodes establishes the level that is one greater than level information which is 

contained in the received level discovery message. After established the level, these 

nodes broadcast the level discovery message with their held level. Eventually, every 

sensor node can assign its own level. If a level assigned node received other level 

discovery message from other way, the node neglects and drops the message. After the 

end of level discovery phase, the synchronization phase is initiated by broadcasting a 

time-sync message at the root node. The synchronization phase is based on the sender-

receiver based pair-wise synchronization. The level 1 nodes which are neighbor nodes 

of the root, received the time-sync message then each message received node randomly 

has some delay time for avoiding collision, then the node broadcasts a synchronization 

request packet to the root at specific time T1. The root node creates an 

acknowledgement which contained the receiving time of the request packet and the 

sending time of acknowledgement then sends to the requester the acknowledgement. 

When the acknowledgement is arrived to the requester at T4, the requested node 
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estimates its clock to the root node using obtained timestamps such that T1, T2, T3, and 

T4. Level 2 nodes can overhear the level 1 node’s request messages because the level 2 

node has at least one neighbor node which has level one. When the level 2 node 

overheard the level 1 node’s request message, the node has some back off for random 

time, and then the node initiates the message exchange with the level 1 node. Finally, all 

of sensor nodes adjust the time with the root node through the whole network. TPSN 

has more accurate performance than the Reference Broadcast Synchronization 

algorithm. According to the simulation result in [4], TPSN shows almost twice better 

performance than RBS. 

3.1.2.2 Possible Attack on Time-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks 

First of all, during the synchronization phase, an external adversary can 

intercept the original time synchronization stamp from a sender, then it impersonates 

and transmits incorrect time stamp to a receiver node. The receiver will calculate wrong 

clock offset and delay with the received incorrect time stamp. Also erroneous time is 

propagated to the child nodes of the receiver.  

Secondly, the external adversary can attack with pulse-delay attack [15]. The 

attacker snoops time stamp from sender and jams the signal, then it replay the snooped 

time stamp after some delay, , to the receiver. In the receiver side, the node calculates 

clock offset, θ, which is affected with .

Moreover, a compromise node affects to faulty time synchronization in level 

discovery phase and synchronization phase. TPSN requires level discovery phase before 

pair wise synchronization. The root node is assigned a level 0 and broadcasts a level-
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discovery packet which is included sender s current level, i.e., level 0, to neighbor 

nodes. When a node received the level-discovery packet, the node assigns its level with 

one greater then received level. After the level discovery phase, the root node creates a 

minimum spanning tree of the network.  

 

Figure 3.2 The compromise node broadcasts incorrect level 

 

However, there are several ways the internal compromise node can attack on the 

level discovery phase. First, the compromise node can broadcast incorrect level to its 

neighbor nodes as Figure 3.2. Second, the compromise node can refuse participating in 

the level-discovery operation. If the compromise node is only one node between the 

root and the large number of child nodes like Fig, the large number of child nodes can 

not assign there own lever and parents. That means the nodes can not synchronize 

anymore in the network. Third, in the synchronization phase, the compromise node 

ignore request of time synchronization. Moreover, the compromise node can reply the 

modified timestamps to the faultless time synchronization requester.  
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3.1.3 Tiny-Sync and Possible Attacks 

3.1.3.1 Tiny-Sync  

Tiny-Sync protocol [8] is based on the set-valued identification method for time 

synchronization. This protocol provides deterministic bounds on the offsets and clock 

drifts for two relative sensor clocks with minimal computation overhead and complexity 

in bandwidth, storage, and processing. Tiny-Sync protocol uses two steps: The data 

collection step and the synchronization step. Assume that the general hardware clock’s 

oscillator generates fixed frequency, a node i and j satisfy the following equation: 

ijjiji bttatt += )()( ,

Where ija and ijb represent the relative drift and relative offset between two 

nodes i and j, and t denotes the true time. Using simple data collection algorithm, a time 

synchronization requester collects the three timestamps (to, tb, tr) for each collected 

data point. to represents the message sending time, tb denotes the message arriving time 

at the reference node. tr represents the ACK arriving time at the request node. Between 

two nodes’ clocks, ijbij bta + is greater than to and less than tr. When the request node 

collected at least two data points, the boundaries of relative clock drift rate ( ija ) and 

relative clock offset are linearly estimated. Figure 3.3 illustrates the linear dependence 

of relative drift rate and offset with using collected data points. 
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Figure 3.3 The linear dependence of the relative drift rate and offset with using data 
points[8] 

 

3.1.3.2 Possible Attacks on Tiny-Sync 

First of all, during the collecting time stamps, an external adversary can 

intercept the original time stamp (tb) from a reference node, then it impersonates and 

transmits incorrect time stamp (tb*) to a time stamps collector. The collector will collect 

wrong data point such that (to, tb*, tr), then, it will calculate wrong offset and drift with 

the received incorrect time stamp. Also after collection of time stamps, the receiver 

node estimated incorrect relative offset and drift. Second, the external adversary can 

attack with pulse-delay attack [13]. The attacker snoops time stamp from reference node 

and jams the signal, then it replay the snooped time stamp after some delay, ∆, to the 

collector. Therefore, in the collector side, the node obtains a data point (to, tb + ∆, tr). 

Also after collection of time stamps, the receiver node estimated incorrect relative offset 
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and drift. Third, a compromised reference node can ignore a request for time stamp 

from data collect node. In this case, the data collector can not gather any time stamp, it 

can not estimate relative offset and drift. If a compromised reference node has many 

neighbor nodes which did not synchronize with reference node, and the compromise 

node is only reference node in the deployed sensor network circumstance, the whole set 

of neighbors can not make time synchronization forever. Fourth, if the compromise 

reference node modifies the time stamp, and sends to data collect node, the data collect 

node obtains a incorrect data point such that (to, tb’, tr). After collection of time stamps, 

the receiver node estimated incorrect relative offset and drift. Also the incorrect time 

will be propagated to other sensor nodes. 

3.2 Secure Time Synchronization Algorithms and Remained Problems 

3.2.1 Secure Pairwise Synchronization  

Secure Pairwise Synchronization (SPS) protocol [14] is designed against pulse 

delay attack by external attacker. Pulse delay attack is defined that the external or 

internal attacker intentionally delays some of the messages which involved time 

synchronization. In SPS, integrity and authentication are secured through the Massage 

Authentication Codes (MAC) and the shared secret key between two related sensor 

nodes. Also the use of random nonce ensures the time message’s freshness against 

replay attack. SPS protocol is designed on sender-receiver based pair wise 

synchronization like as TPSN. And using the simulation result of end-to-end delay over 

a single link, each sensor stored the maximum end-to-end delay before the sensors are 

deployed. When the sensors are in time synchronization operation, the sensors detect 
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external attacker’s delay attack through a comparison of the maximum delay and 

established delay. If the established delay is greater than the maximum end-to-end delay, 

the sensor aborts the offset calculation and time adjustment. However, SPS protocol can 

not resilient to malicious attacks from internal attackers. If one or more sensors are 

compromised and these sensors broadcast incorrect timestamps to innocent sensor 

nodes, the faultless sensors synchronize those clocks with erroneous timestamps. 

3.2.2 Attack-Resilient Time Synchronization  

Song, Zhu, and Cao’s Attack-Resilient Time Synchronization protocol [13] is 

based on receiver-receiver synchronization like as RBS. This secure time 

synchronization protocol uses the generalized extreme studentized deviate (GESD) 

algorithm against malicious node’s delay attack. GESD algorithm is an improved 

version of the Extreme Studentized Deviate Test which is good at detecting one outlier 

which is defined as “an observation which deviates so much from other observations as 

to arouse suspicious that it was generated by a different mechanism” [9]. GESD can 

detect multiple outliers, which are delay attackers, using the set of the time offsets and 

the median of the time offset set, and standard deviation. However, GESD needs a large 

number of time offsets for detecting the malicious attackers. It is obviously drawback 

due to resource consumption for gathering many timestamps and computing the 

standard deviation.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RELATIVE CLOCK DRIFT RATE BASED SECURE TIME SYNCHRONIZATION 

In previous chapter, we studied existing time synchronization algorithms’ secure 

holes caused by external or internal malicious nodes. In this chapter, we propose 

Relative clock drift rate based Secure Time Synchronization (RSTS) protocol which is 

countermeasure for malicious attacks by compromise nodes in the wireless sensor 

networks. First, we address how to estimate the maximum and the minimum relative 

clock drift rate between sender and receiver sensor with considering expected two types 

of sources of time error: Clock drift and uncertainty of packet delay. And then we 

determine thresholds for boundary of acceptable offset for next synchronization phase 

between the relative two sensors with the use of the estimated maximum and the 

minimum relative clock drift rates.  

4.1 Assumptions 

Every sensor node has an own physical clock which is assisted by an oscillator, 

and all physical clocks have peculiarity clock drifts. And every sensor is working on 

limited external battery. We assume that all of deployed sensors have unique identifiers, 

and each node shares a secret key with its neighbor node for Message Authentication 

Code (MAC) for providing integrity and authentication, and uses a random nonce for 

freshness of timestamps against the replay attack. Figure 4.1 shows how to use the 
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shared secret key, MAC and random nonce over the sender-receiver based pair wise 

time synchronization. 

 

Figure 4.1 Sender-receiver based pair wise time synchronization with using shared 
secret key, MAC, and random nonce. 

 

And the network use a sender-receiver based pair wise time synchronization 

like as TPSN. When a sensor broadcasts time message to other sensors which are in the 

sensor’s radio transmission range, each message takes over in bounds of the maximum 

and the minimum delay times. All nodes initiate at same time, and the nodes have a 

consistent frequency skew for each sensor’s physical clock. Periodically, each node has 

to re-synchronize after specific interval. And the sensor nodes are in a secure 

circumstance at least a short time period without any compromise node’s attacks after 

these are initially deployed, because an adversary needs some time for capturing the 

sensors and programming malicious codes in the captured sensors [5]. Therefore, we 

assume that all of the deployed sensors synchronize at least one time without any 

malicious attack.  

B, A, Nonce, T2, T3, MAC{Kab}{B, A, Nonce, T2, T3} 

A, B, Nonce, Sync-Request
Reference (B) Requester (A)
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4.2 Estimation of Relative Clock Drift Rate 

In this section, we will propose simple and novel method for estimating the 

maximum and the minimum relative clock drift rate between two nodes by using  

calculated offset and synchronization interval in sender-receiver based pair wise time 

synchronization with considering of expected time errors.  

In sender-receiver based pair wise synchronization scheme, node A which is 

requester of time synchronization, sends time synchronization request packet to node B 

which is reference node, at time T1. And B receives A’s request packet at T2, then it 

sends ACK which includes timestamps T2 and T3, to A. After A received ACK from B 

at T4, A can calculates an offset relative to the reference node B.  

2
)34()12( TTTT

C
−−−=θ ,

where Cθ expresses calculated offset. 

Node A

Node B

T1

T2 T3

T4
 

Figure 4.2 Message exchange in the sender-receiver based pair wise time 
synchronization 
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According to our assumptions, node A and B initiated at same moments. So the 

calculated offset is occurs for interval from the time of initiation to ACK receiving time 

(T4) at first time synchronization phase in the network. Than, we have to consider about 

the uncertainty of packet delay, because, referred to TPSN [4], the sender-receiver 

based pair wise time synchronization algorithm has a time error ∆ due to uncertainty of 

packet delays such that send time, access time, transmission time, propagation time, 

reception time, and receive time. Therefore we can derive,  

∆+= CR θθ ....(1) 

where Rθ denotes the real offset between two nodes.  

When B reports time T4, A’s local time is expressed T4 * (1/ Relative Drift 

Rate) with our assumption about initiation time. And then we can derive equation (2) 

for representing the real relative offset with above factors,  

)4(]1)4[( TiTTiT AB
R

R −−×−= →αθ ...(2) 

where AB
R
→α denotes B’s real drift rate relative to node A, Ti indicates the initiation 

time for all nodes. 

And, we can derive equation (3) with the uses of (1) and (2). 

)4(]1)4[( TiTTiT AB
R

C −−×−=∆+ →αθ ...(3) 

If we divide (T4-Ti) to each side in (3),  

11
)4( −=−

∆+
→ AB

R

C
TiT α

θ
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)11(11
)4( AB

R
AB

R

C
TiT →→ −−=−=−
∆+

αα
θ

Since AB
R
→α is equal to 1+( AB

R
→− α

11 ),  we can draw the equation (4) for the real 

relative clock drift rate. 

AB
RAB

R

C
TiT

→
→ =−+=−

∆+− αα
θ )11(1)4(1

AB
R

C
TiT

→=−
∆+− αθ

)4(1 ...(4) 

Time error ∆ caused by uncertainty of packet delay is actually uncalculating 

factor. But, we can derive the maximum and minimum possible time errors with system 

conditions such as the measured maximum and minimum packet delays, and the 

maximum clock drift rate given by manufacturer. If we estimate the maximum and 

minimum possible time errors, we can obtain the range of the maximum and minimum 

relative clock drift rate with equation (4).  

P B

A

B

SB

SARA

RB

P

T1 T4

T3T2

Figure 4.3 Analysis of uncertainty of packet delay 
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Figure 4.3 shows the uncertainty of packet delay in sender-receiver based pair 

wise time synchronization. According to time error analysis in [4], SB denote to the 

summation of send time, access time, and transmission time at node B. PB A refer to 

propagation time from B to A, and RA express the summation of reception time and 

receive time at node A. The author of TPSN [4] expressed the time error ∆ like as,  

Time error 22
)()( 41

AB
ttBBAAAABB RDRPSRPS →

→→→ +++−++=∆ ,

where AB
ttRD →

→ 41 denotes to the relative drift between the node A and B from the true time 

t1 to t4.  The difference of A’s drift and B’s drift during the interval [t1, t4] can estimate 

with the real relative clock drift between two nodes. So we can express to the relative 

drift between the node A and B by the interval [t1, t4], and the drift rates of node A and 

B: 

)]1()4[()]1()4[(41
AABBAB

tt DRtDRtDRtDRtRD ×−×−×−×=→
→ ...(5), 

where DRA denotes A’s drift rate relative to real time, and DRB denotes B’s drift rate 

relative to real time. And, in equation (5), the true times and the drift rate in each 

parentheses can be replaced the known time factors, T1 and T4, and AB
R
→α like as 

(6). 

 44 TDRt B =× , 11 TDRt B =× ,

AB
R

A TDRt →×=× α
144 , AB

R

A TDRt →×=× α
111 ,

therefore,  
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)]11()14[()14(41 AB
R

AB
R

AB
tt TTTTRD →→

→
→ ×−×−−= αα

AB
R

TTTT →×−−−= α
1)14()14( .......(6) 

 

When we replace ( AABB RPS ++ → ) and ( BBAA RPS ++ → ) to Delay1 and Delay2,  

AABB RPSDelay ++= →1

BBAA RPSDelay ++= →2

2

1)14()14(

2
21 AB

R
TTTTDelayDelay →×−−−

+−=∆ α ,

However, ∆ is uncertain value in the sender-receiver based pair wise time 

synchronization. Also each node can not know about actual packet delay time and the 

real relative clock drift rate between two nodes. But according to our assumption, the 

packet delays are in boundary of maximum and minimum delay. And using given clock 

drift information by manufacturer, we can obtain maximum and minimum possible time 

errors caused by uncertainty of packet delay for sender-receiver based pair wise time 

synchronization. 

2

1)14()14(

2
max

max
α×−−−

+−=∆
TTTTMinDelayMaxDelay ....(7) 

2
)14()14(

2
max

min
α×−−−+−=∆ TTTTMaxDelayMinDelay ....(8) 
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where max∆ and min∆ represent the obtain maximum and minimum possible time errors 

caused by uncertainty of packet delay, and maxα denotes the given maximum clock drift 

information by manufacturer. 

Finally, we can derive the equation (9) with using equation (7), (8), and (4),  

)4(1)4(1 minmax
TiTTiT

CAB
R

C
−
∆+−≤≤−

∆+− → θαθ ...(7) 

AB
E

AB
R

AB
E

→→→ ≤≤ max_min_ ααα

where AB
E
→

min_α ,and AB
E
→

max_α denote minimum and maximum estimated relative clock drift 

rates. 

 With the equation (9), we simulated the accuracy of minimum and maximum 

estimated relative clock drift rates. In the computational simulation, we set one node has 

30ppm of clock drift and the other node has -10ppm of clock drift. In this case, the real 

relative clock drift rate  AB
R
→α is 0.99996. For maximum and minimum delay, we 

referred [14]’s examination, boundary of delay [753.54us, 770.46us]. For the maximum 

and minimum clock drift information given by manufacturer, we assumed all physical 

clocks have clock drift [10ppm, 50ppm]. And two sensor nodes will have random delay 

between maximum and minimum delays. Figure 4.4 shows the result of computational 

simulation. According to the result, longer re-synchronization interval guarantees 

estimation of tighter the maximum and the minimum relative clock drift rate. 
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Figure 4.4 Computational result of accuracy of the estimated maximum and the 
minimum relative clock drift rate between two nodes 

 

4.3 Determination of Thresholds for Acceptable Offset 

In the previous section, we addressed how to estimate the relative clock drift 

rate between sender node and receiver node. In this section we present tight bounds for 

acceptable offset in a malicious circumstance. 

The sensor node has own time error by the characteristic clock drift as time 

passed after initial time synchronization through whole sensor network, even there is 

not any malicious attack. Since increase of time error, the sensor network requires the 

re-synchronization process. From second synchronization process, we have to consider 

about the adversary’s attack especially the compromise nodes’ incorrect timestamps 

propagations. This type of malicious attack can not be solved by existing time 
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synchronization algorithms such as TPSN, RBS, Tiny-Sync, and SPS. However, the 

uses of the estimated maximum and minimum relative clock drift rate provides the 

bounds of acceptable offset for next time synchronization process after specific time 

period. In the initial time synchronization process, each sensor node estimated the 

maximum and the minimum clock drift rate relative to its reference node.  

If the reference nodes are non-faulty, each sensor node calculates the offset 

which is in the boundary of the maximum expected offset and the minimum expected 

offset according to the estimated clock drift rates relative to the reference node. When 

node A is the reference node and B is the time synchronization requester, B estimated 

the maximum and the minimum clock drift rate relative to the reference node A in the 

initial time synchronization process. After some interval, the request node has to re-

adjust the clock to the reference node due to the increase of time error. Therefore B 

broadcasts the time request message to A, and A replies ACK to B. And then node B 

can calculate the offset using the collected timestamps. At this time, node B must check 

the calculated offset is greater than IntervalAB
E

×−→ )11(
max_α , and less than 

IntervalAB
E

×−→ )11(
min_α , where Interval denotes the re-synchronization period. Easily we 

can defines the Interval is the time period from the latest time synchronization point to 

the ACK arriving time point (T4) in this synchronization process.  
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If the calculated offset is not in the bounds of the acceptable offset, the time 

synchronization requester detects that the reference node is compromised and aborts the 

synchronization processing for adjustment to the reference clock.  

4.4 Updating the Estimated Maximum and Minimum Relative Clock Drift Rates 

After successful synchronization, the requester has to updates the maximum and 

minimum relative clock drift rates because each sensor’s drift rate can be changed due 

to influence of environment factors such as temperature, pressure, and battery power. In 

this thesis, we use the forgetting factor [31] for updating the estimated maximum and 

minimum relative clock drift rates with given more weight to the latest estimated 

relative clock drift rates. Typically, forgetting factor value is 0.95 to 1 [31]. Where N

denotes number of synchronization period, AB
N

→
min_α denotes Nth updated minimum 

relative clock drift rate and AB
N

→
max_ α expresses Nth updated maximum relative clock drift 

rate, the estimated can be updated with the uses of following equations. 

1ifmin__min__ == →→ NAB
NE

AB
NE αα
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NEAB
NE
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NE αλαλα
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1ifmax__max__ == →→ NAB
NE

AB
NE αα

1if)1( )1max_(_max__max__ >⋅−+⋅= →
−→→ NAB

NEAB
NE
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NE αλαλα

Table 4.1 Relative clock drift rate based secure time synchronization 
Relative Clock Drift Rate Based Secure Time Synchronization Protocol 
First Time Synchronization phase 
1. B requests time stamps to A at T1 
2. A receives request packet from B at T2 
3. A prepares ACK packet, which includes T1, T2, T3, and sends ACK to B 
4. B receives ACK at T4, then, 

2
)34()12( TTTT

C
−−−=θ

Time Synchronization with the use of Cθ
LastSyncPoint = Synchronized current time 
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Second Time synchronization phase 
1. B requests time stamps to A at T1 
2. A receives request packet from B at T2 
3. A prepares ACK packet, which includes T1, T2, T3, and sends ACK to B 
4. B receives ACK at T4, then, 
 If (T1 ≠ ACK.T1) then Abort current time synchronization phase 
 

2
)34()12( TTTT

C
−−−=θ

If ( int)4()11(int)4()11(
min_max_

LastSyncPoTLastSyncPoT AB
E

CAB
E

−×−<<−×− →→ αθα ) then {

Time Synchronization with the use of Cθ
Update the estimated maximum and minimum relative clock drift rates 

 }
Else 

{
Abort current time synchronization phase 

 LastSyncPoint = Synchronized current time 
 }
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 

In previous chapter, we studied RSTS protocol which is countermeasure for 

malicious attacks by compromised internal nodes in the wireless sensor networks. In 

this chapter, we describe the environment of experimental implementation, and then we 

show the results of implementation with the uses of MICA2 motes for evaluation of 

performance of RSTS. 

5.1 Implementation Environment 

 We have implemented RSTS for the MICA2 sensor motes which are 3rd 

generation of wireless smart sensors [24] and developed by University of California in 

Berkeley [25]. The sensor motes use ATmega Atmel 128 microprocessor with 128K 

bytes program flash memory, 4K bytes configuration EEPROM, and 512K bytes 

measurement flash. 50 multiple radio channel with 916 MHz bandwidth is supported for 

communication between MICA2 motes [24]. MIB510CA mote interface board is used a 

base station and the board provides a serial interface for programming and 

communication with PC which uses Window XP for OS. We implemented RSTS in 

nesC programming language [29] for TinyOS version 1.1.15 [27]. For RSTS, we 

modified the published TPSN application [28], [30]. In existing TPSN application we 

removed level set up operation and added secure functions such as estimation of 

maximum and minimum relative clock drift rates, and determination of thresholds. Also 
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we made up for communication function with TOS-Base Station (MIB510CA board) 

for monitoring synchronization and detection. When TOS-Base Station received 

reporting packet from MICA2 motes, the TOS-Base Station sends the received packet 

to PC through the serial cable. Then a monitoring application which is developed by 

JAVA, reads and displays the reporting message on the PC’s monitor.  

In previous chapter 4, we assumed that every sensor is initiated at same time. 

But this assumption is impossible when we implemented with real hardware sensor. For 

this reason, each sensor adjusts clock at first synchronization phase, than the maximum 

and minimum relative clock drift rates are estimated at second synchronization phase. 

In this implementation, we did not provide the basic secure mechanisms such as 

shared secret key, Message Authentication Code (MAC) and random nonce.  

For evaluation of detecting performance, we set one sensor, the time reference 

node, acts compromise node. Periodically the time synchronization requester broadcasts 

the request packet. When the compromised time reference node received the request 

packet from the other node as requester, the reference node sends ACK packet which is 

included timestamps (T2 and T3). Once in three times, the compromise node sends 

modified timestamps with adding particular time; 100 microseconds, 1 millisecond, and 

10 milliseconds. After the requester received timestamps, the node calculate offset with 

the uses of the timestamps then determines whether timestamps are attacked or not by 

using estimated maximum and minimum relative clock drift rates and synchronization 

interval which is subtraction a last synchronized point (Ti) from the ACK packet 

receiving time (T4). If the requester mote detects the modified timestamps, the node 
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aborts current time’s synchronization. The other hand, the calculated offset is in the 

range of the estimated thresholds, the requester adjustment the clock using the 

calculated offset. Finally, the requester sensor provides reporting packet with result of 

detection, the calculated offset, and the estimated thresholds. The monitoring 

application runs until it collects 100 reporting messages. 

For measuring the accurate time with microsecond unit, RSTS application uses 

AVR Timer3 [30] like as TPSN application and default timer in TinyOS. The default 

timer supports only minimal time unit with millisecond for time scale in TinyOS 

version 1.x. Timer3 addresses the time with TCNT3 which is Timer3 counter with 16 

bits instead common time units. If TCNT3’s register is full, the timer increases one to 

MTicks variable. Since, there is not any reference one TCNT3 denotes how much 

common time such as microsecond, we used both of the default timer and Timer3 for 

measuring. When a sensor mote was initiated, two timers started almost same time, then, 

the default timer fired after 100 seconds and Timer3 reported its time by MTicks and 

TCNT3. According to our measurement, Timer3 reported 173 Mticks and 65100 TCNT3 

during 100 seconds of the default time. Therefore, one TCNT3 denotes 8.7698 

microseconds.   

5.2 Evaluation 

For estimation of maximum delay and minimum delay, we ran the RSTS on 3 

different pairs of MICA2 motes, and we collected 100 delay samples for each pair of 

motes. Figure 5.1 illustrates measured delays for 100 iterations for each pair of MICA2 

motes and Table 5.1 shows the statistics about 300 measured delay samples.   
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Figure 5.1 Delay samples 
 

Table 5.1 Statistics of delay samples 
# of Samples Max delay Min delay Average Std dev 

300 560.64 us 543.12 us 550.6244 us 3.157108 us 

In our implementation for RSTS, we assumed maximum clock drift which is 

given by manufacturer, is 100ppm. Therefore, the maximum clock drift rate is 1.0001 

and the minimum clock drift rate is 0.9999. That means the maximum relative between 

any two sensors is 1.0002 and the minimum relative clock drift rate is 0.9998. Using 

these determined factors, MaxDelay and MinDelay, we ran RSTS application. Figure 

5.2 illustrates the result of estimation of relative maximum and minimum clock drift 

rates under variable synchronization interval. According to this result, longer interval 

affect to tighter estimation of relative clock drift rates. 
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Estimation of Maximum and Minimum Relative Clock Drift
Rates
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Figure 5.2 Estimation of maximum and minimum relative clock drift rates between 
sender and receiver. 
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Time attack with adding 100us in timestamps
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Figure 5.3 RSTS runs 100 times with possibility of time attack with adding 100us  
in timestamps 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the 100 times of runs with RSTS under possibility of time 

attack with adding 100us in timestamps such as T2 andT3. The compromised reference 

sensor attacks 32 times out of 100 synchronization phases. And the time requester 

sensor successfully detects all of attacks with 100% of detection rate. But, the requester 

misjudges 5 times in non-faulty situations (5% of misjudgment rate). When we ran 

RSTS under short synchronization interval with possibility of time attack with adding 

100us in timestamps, we obtained worse result than longer synchronization interval 

circumstance. Figure 5.4 describes the result of the 100 times of runs with RSTS under 

short interval. In this result, there are 9 times of failed detection, and 8 times 
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misjudgments.  For reference with Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, RSTS achieved a 100% 

successful detection performance when the compromise node attacked with adding over 

1ms. And Figure 5.7 shows implementation result of multi-hop secure synchronization 

with three Mica2 sensor motes. Node B is placed in the middle of root node A and end 

node C, and B synchronize with node A. And B can be the reference node for the end 

node C. In this implementation, B attacks to the end node with adding 1 ms. Figure 5.8 

illustrates the detection rate under various synchronization intervals. According to this 

result, when the synchronization interval is over 2 minutes, RSTS performs well against 

multiple attacks even attack time is 100us.  
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Figure 5.4 RSTS runs 100 times with possibility of time attack with adding  
100us in timestamps under short synchronization intervals 
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Time attack with adding 1 ms in timestamps
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Figure 5.5 RSTS runs 100 times with possibility of time attack with adding 1ms in 
timestamps 
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Figure 5.6 RSTS runs 100 times with possibility of time attack with adding 10ms in 
timestamps 
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Figure 5.7 RSTS runs 30 times with 3 tiers of sensor under possibility of time attack 
with adding 1ms in timestamps 
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Figure 5.8 Detection rate against multiple time attack under various synchronization 
intervals 

 

In Figure 5.9, we summarize the result of misjudgment rate under multiple 

synchronization intervals. Within 432 non-attack synchronizations, RSTS faultily 

claims total 49 times. That means our RSTS implementation shows 11.34% of 

misjudgments rate. In detail, when a synchronization interval is longer than 4minutes, 

RSTS shows higher misjudgment rate. The other hand, when synchronization intervals 

are 3 to 4 minutes, RSTS shows more accurate rate of correct determinations. With 

analyzing the misjudged cases, 49% of cases have under 8.77us (equal to one TCNT3)

of offset error. 
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Figure 5.9 Within 432 non-attack synchronization phases, RSTS misjudged 49 times. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

6.1 Conclusion 

 Time synchronization is one of self-reliant part of foundation for wireless sensor 

networks. For solid infrastructure in sensor network, time synchronization should be 

guarded by secure function.  For secure time synchronization, we have introduced novel 

mechanism, RSTS, which is based on the sender-receiver synchronization. All of 

existing secure time synchronization algorithms based on the sender-receiver 

synchronization do not protect a sensor network from compromise nodes’ attack with 

modification of reference timestamps. For detecting of malicious time attack, RSTS 

does require minimal computational overhead. Moreover, RSTS employs the same 

consumption of bandwidth as other existing un-secure time synchronization algorithms. 

RSTS provides a simple estimation method of maximum and minimum relative clock 

drift rates with the uses of existing values. We prove the detecting performance by 

implementing RSTS on MICA2 motes. Implementation result of RSTS shows 76.6% of 

detection rate against modified timestamps with adding 100 microseconds, and 100% of 

rate against over 1millisecond attacks. Thus, RSTS is a simple, efficient, and flexible 

solution of secure time synchronization against internally compromised nodes in 

wireless sensor network.  
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6.2 Future Works 

 In this thesis, we provide the secure time synchronization mechanism for single 

hop time synchronization. We would like to extend our secure mechanism to multi-hop 

synchronizations. And, we would like to analyze and enhance RSTS for reducing the 

misjudgment rate. Additionally, we would like to implement RSTS with the use of 

TinyOS version 2, which will support microsecond time unit, and we expect better 

performance in future implementation.  

The estimated maximum and minimum relative clock drift rates are used on the 

secure time synchronization in this thesis. We hope to employ the estimated relative 

clock drift rates to carry out self-adjustment of sensors’ clock for long live wireless 

sensor network.  
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